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Abstract13

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are key drivers of space weather activity but most pre-14

dictions have been limited to the expected arrival time of a CME, rather than the in-15

ternal properties that affect the severity of an impact. Many properties, such as the mag-16

netic field density and mass density, follow conservation laws and vary systematically with17

changes in the size of a CME. We present ANTEATR-PARADE, the newest version of18

the ANTEATR arrival time model, which now includes physics-driven changes in the size19

and shape of both the CME’s central axis and its cross section. Internal magnetic and20

external drag forces affect the acceleration of the CME in different directions, inducing21

asymmetries between the radial and perpendicular directions. These improvements should22

lead to more realistic CME velocities, both bulk and expansion, sizes and shapes, and23

internal properties. ANTEATR-PARADE is the first model of its kind that provides this24

level of detail on the time scales needed for future space weather predictions. We present25

the model details, an initial illustration of the general behavior, and a study of the rel-26

ative importance of the different forces. The model shows a pancaking of both the cross27

section and central axis of the CME so that their radial extent becomes smaller than their28

extent in the perpendicular direction. For a single parameterization of our magnetic field29

model we find that the drag forces tend to exceed the magnetic forces and the results30

are very sensitive to the initial velocities of the CME.31

Plain Language Summary32

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are large explosions of matter and magnetic field33

that violently erupt from the Sun. When they hit the Earth they can cause negative ef-34

fects in human technology so it is important to be able to forecast them. Most models35

of CMEs only predict if and when a CME could impact the Earth but not the proper-36

ties of a CME that may affect how severe the impact will be. Many of these properties37

scale with the CME size and shape so we need to understand how the CME expands be-38

tween the Sun and the Earth. We have taken a model for the arrival time and added new39

forces that allow us to better understand the evolution of a CME’s size and shape. This40

should help us better predict factors like magnetic field strength, number density, and41

velocity. Our model reproduces a previously known trend of CMEs becoming squished42

in the radial direction or “pancaking.” We explore which forces are the most important43

for causing this effect. For the current model set up, we find that drag forces are more44

important than magnetic forces, but this may change with a different magnetic field model.45

We also see that the model results depend strongly on how we initially convert the to-46

tal CME speed into initial propagation and expansion speeds.47

1 Introduction48

Understanding the interplanetary behavior of CMEs is critical for accurate space49

weather forecasting. The severity of a geomagnetic storm depends on the CME prop-50

erties at the time of impact, mostly significantly the magnetic field but also its size and51

kinematic properties. Accordingly, we must not only understand the properties with which52

a CME is initiated, but how they evolve during its propagation if we wish to know the53

severity and timing of an impact. Kilpua et al. (2019) provides an in depth summary54

on many of the challenges of forecasting CMEs.55

We tend to have an abundance of coronal images from the Earth’s perspective, both56

in visible light and the extreme ultraviolet, which have allowed us to study the source57

region and early evolution of Earth-impacting CMEs for nearly half of a century (e.g.,58

Tousey, 1973), but routine observations from off the Sun-Earth line are limited to the59

coronagraphs or heliospheric imagers on the STEREO satellites. Parker Solar Probe and60

Solar Orbiter will provide exciting remote observations from new angles and distances61
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but will not give the consistent off-axis perspective needed to better understand the in-62

terplanetary evolution of CMEs.63

In contrast, situ observations yield a single path through a CME, but it is often64

unclear where a satellite intersects a CME, or even which CME it is during times of high65

activity. Tying these observations together requires accurate modelling of a CME from66

the corona and through interplanetary space. Many case studies exist where large teams67

are able to work together to piece together the full Sun-to-Earth behavior of a single CME68

(e.g., Möstl et al., 2015; Patsourakos et al., 2016; Palmerio et al., 2018; Heinemann et69

al., 2019) but currently this is only done long after a CME’s passage.70

The vast majority of interplanetary CME models focus solely on predicting their71

arrival time at Earth (e.g., Vršnak et al., 2013; Möstl et al., 2015; Paouris & Mavromicha-72

laki, 2017; Liu et al., 2018), which is an essential goal for space weather forecasting. Ar-73

rival time models can be highly successful for forecasting but not lead to an improved74

understanding of the actual physics if they are empirical models fine-tuned to yield ac-75

curate results or highly-layered, machine-learning models that are opaque to their users.76

The physics-driven drag models tend to treat the CME as a simplified structure77

and incorporate the effects of the standard drag equation in either one or two dimen-78

sions (e.g., Vršnak et al., 2013; Hess & Zhang, 2015; Möstl et al., 2015; Rollett et al., 2016;79

Napoletano et al., 2018). This is clearly an oversimplification of the actual physical pro-80

cesses at play. For example, M. J. Owens et al. (2017) argue that CMEs cannot be a co-81

herent structure on large scales since their expansion speeds often exceed the local Alfven82

speed so information cannot be propagating over the full structure. These sort of toy mod-83

els, however, run on the time scales needed for space weather prediction and have shown84

to be useful in predicting arrival times (e.g., Riley et al., 2018; Wold et al., 2018) while85

providing some level of physical intuition about the evolutionary processes.86

Most of the models designed with predictions in mind focus solely on the arrival87

time of the CME, and possibly velocity, but do not provide a complete picture of the in-88

ternal CME properties. Recently, Mishra and Wang (2018) developed a model that sim-89

ulates the internal thermodynamics of a CME during coronal propagation. This model90

uses the observed CME speeds in combination with Lorentz, thermal, and centrifugal91

forces to determine the relative importance of each as well as the thermodynamic prop-92

erties. Mishra and Wang (2018) only present coronal results for a single observed CME93

but develop a method that could be useful for forward modelling many of the internal94

CME properties out to greater distances.95

Interplanetary studies show that CMEs commonly become oblate during propa-96

gation so that their extent in the radial direction is much shorter than their extent in97

the direction perpendicular to the radial (hereafter perpendicular direction). This effect98

is often referred to as “pancaking.” Pancaking can be directly seen in simulations of var-99

ious complexity (Riley & Crooker, 2004; Riley et al., 2004; Savani et al., 2011) and an100

oblate cross section can also be inferred from in situ observations of properties such as101

the shock standoff distance (Russell & Mulligan, 2002) or the direction flow in the sheath102

between the CME and shock (M. Owens & Cargill, 2004).103

Previous studies have simulated the pancaking of a CME’s cross section by assum-104

ing that all parts of it are convected out at the same speed in the local radial direction105

(Riley & Crooker, 2004; M. J. Owens et al., 2005). This naturally causes the CME to106

maintain a constant angular width, however, the distance between two points along the107

same radial direction will remain constant as they move at the same speed. This causes108

the aspect ratio to change since the cross section grows in the perpendicular direction109

while remaining fixed in the radial direction.110

Some models of the magnetic field of a CME can incorporate this ellipticity of the111

cross section (Mulligan & Russell, 2001; Hidalgo et al., 2002; Isavnin, 2016; Nieves-Chinchilla112
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et al., 2018). The majority of the elliptical magnetic field models are designed to be fit113

to observations by adjusting their free parameters in response to some sort of error min-114

imization technique, rather than being used to forward model the evolution of a CME’s115

magnetic field. Isavnin (2016) illustrate the extent that evolutionary effects such as pan-116

caking, expansion, and a skew of the central axis can have on the in situ profiles of a CME.117

Nieves-Chinchilla et al. (2018) introduce the elliptic-cylindrical analytical flux rope model,118

which is highly flexible in terms of describing a distorted flux rope cross section but sim-119

ple enough to be of use for derivations that require the full expression of the magnetic120

field.121

Similar to the distortion of the cross section shape, one may expect that the cen-122

tral axis of a CME also distorts during its interplanetary propagation. Janvier et al. (2013)123

use in situ measurements to infer the local axis orientation of CME from 15 years of WIND124

observations at 1 AU and compare this with the expected distributions based on the global125

axis shape. They find that their results are compatible with the expected results for a126

CME that is 20% wider in the perpendicular direction than it is in the radial direction,127

but not with a circular shape or greater than a 30% asymmetry. A circular axis is of-128

ten assumed for any models that are fit to coronal observations (e.g. the Graduated Cylin-129

drical Shell model, Thernisien et al., 2006), suggesting that a pancaking-like effect must130

occur in this direction in order to tie together the near-Sun and near-Earth measurements.131

An actual, detailed study of the coronal shapes of CMEs is required to truly understand132

what the average shape at 1 AU implies for the interplanetary evolution of the central133

axis.134

We have developed a suite of strategically-simplified physics-driven models of CME135

behavior from the Sun to the Earth, with the intended eventual use for space weather136

predictions. The Open Solar Physics Rapid Ensemble Information (OSPREI) suite be-137

gan with Forecasting a CME’s Altered Trajectory (ForeCAT, Kay et al., 2015), which138

modeled the deflection and rotation of a CME in the corona from background magnetic139

forces. We later developed the ForeCAT In situ Data Observer (FIDO, Kay et al., 2017)140

to combine a simple flux rope model with ForeCAT results to produce synthetic in situ141

profiles. These were then linked with ANother Type of Ensemble Arrival Time Results142

(ANTEATR, Kay & Gopalswamy, 2018; Kay, Mays, & Verbeke, 2020), which determines143

transit times and velocities using a one-dimensional drag model but full three-dimensional144

CME shape when determining the precise timing of the impact. In this work, we com-145

bine ANTEATR with the magnetic field model of Nieves-Chinchilla et al. (2018) as ANTEATR-146

PARADE (Physics-driven Approach to Realistic Axis Deformation and Expansion) to147

develop the first forward model of a CME’s interplanetary expansion and deformation148

that runs efficiently enough to be used for future real-time ensemble predictions. We present149

a basic description of the model in Section 2 and full details of the force derivations in150

the Supplementary Material. We then show the general model behavior for CMEs of dif-151

ferent strengths and identify which forces are most responsible for the evolution of the152

CME parameters. A companion paper, Kay and Nieves-Chinchilla (2021) (hereafter Pa-153

per II), will perform a full sensitivity study of the model using parameter space explo-154

rations to determine the dependence of each output on each input.155

2 ANTEATR-PARADE Model156

The ANTEATR-PARADE models builds upon the original ANTEATR model by157

incorporating the internal magnetic forces of the CME and allowing for changes in the158

axis and cross section (CS) shape. Here we explain the basic components of the model159

and then describe the general algorithm. More details on nonorthogonal coordinate sys-160

tems and magnetic forces in those coordinates can be found in the Supplementary Ma-161

terial.162
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Figure 1. Cartoon showing a side view and the cross section of the torus shape used in

ANTEATR-PARADE.

2.1 CME Shape163

Previously, the OSPREI suite of models, including ANTEATR, has represented the164

flux rope of a CME as a torus with an elliptical axis and circular cross section. Figure165

1 shows a side view of our new CME shape (left) and a view of the CS (right). In this166

cartoon, the x̂ direction represents the radial direction at the CME nose, ŷ represents167

the direction perpendicular to the radial vector in the plane of the CS at the nose, and168

ẑ represents the direction perpendicular to the x̂ in the plane containing the CME axis.169

The first major change is to allow the CS to be an ellipse instead of restricting it170

to a circle, as shown on the right side of Fig. 1. The CS is now defined by the radius in171

the radial direction, rr, and the perpendicular radius, r⊥. We define the ratio of the radii172

as δCS = rr/r⊥. The perimeter of the cross section is given by173

x = δCSr⊥ cosψ

y = r⊥ sinψ (1)

where ψ is used for parameterization. The regions within the cross section are described174

by Equation 1 with r⊥ replaced by the coordinate r, which varies between 0 and r⊥. We175

emphasize that, unless δCS = 1, r and ψ are not equivalent to a polar coordinate sys-176

tem with the origin at the center of the cross section. They form a nonorthogonal co-177

ordinate system and must be treated appropriately using covariant and contravariant co-178

ordinates and a tensorial analysis when calculating forces. The gist of the ANTEATR-179

PARADE model and certainly its results can be understood without these details so we180

only include them in the supplementary material and present a simplified description here.181

We caution the reader, however, on their own application of the equations in Section 2182

without consulting the supplementary material.183

The second major change is in the shape of the toroidal axis. The toroidal axis is184

represented by the dashed black line in Fig. 1 and the blue dots lie along it in the di-185

rection of the nose and the flank. We previously represented the axis as half of an ellipse186

defined by the lengths in the radial and perpendicular directions, now called Lr and L⊥,187

which extend from the center of the CME (marked with a red dot and a ‘C’) to the blue188
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dots on the toroidal axis. Analogous to the CS, we define δAx = Lr/L⊥. An elliptical189

axis is then given by190

x = δAxL⊥ cosφ

z = L⊥ sinφ (2)

where φ is another ellipse parameterization and not a polar angle.191

Typically, Lr is the semi-minor axis and the toroidal axis is squashed in the radial192

direction relative to the perpendicular direction. For a full ellipse, the curvature at semi-193

major axis is greater than the curvature at the semi-minor axis. This corresponds to higher194

curvature at the CME flank than the CME nose. The precise behavior of a CME shape195

near the flanks is not yet fully understood but coronagraph images do not suggest it should196

be as tightly curved as a full ellipse.197

Alternatively, we can approximate the axis as the parabola that intersects the same198

two blue dots as the previous ellipse. This parabola is given by199

x = δAxL⊥ −
δAx
L⊥

z2 (3)

This significantly increases the curvature at the nose while significantly decreasing it near200

the flank, likely beyond what is reasonable at either location. We form a hybrid shape,201

taking the average of the ellipse and the parabola to yield202

x = δAxL⊥ cosφ

z =
1

2
L⊥

(
sinφ+

√
1− cosφ

)
(4)

which we derive by parameterizing Eq. 3 with θ such that z = L⊥ sin θ and relating203

φ and θ by finding where the two shapes give the same x value. This causes a more gen-204

tle variation in the curvature with slightly stronger curvature at the nose than the edges.205

The axial magnetic tension force we calculate (details in Section 2.3) is quite sen-206

sitive to the curvature but these shapes are really quite similar visually. Fig. 1 shows207

the actual hybrid axis shape. The dashed white and grey lines interior and exterior to208

the CME front on the bottom of the side view in Fig. 1 show the change in the front for209

the parabola and ellipse axis, respectively. This is a very minor change in the apparent210

shape that cannot be constrained by current observations. Our use of the hybrid shape211

is fully motivated by it yielding the most stable forces during model development.212

The toroidal axis defines the orientation of the CS as we define the CS to be per-213

pendicular to the axis. At the nose this is the xy-plane, as shown in the Fig. 1, but it214

rotates toward the yz-plane as one moves along the axis. The normal direction to the215

axis can be calculated from the parametric definition of the axis. A general solution ex-216

ists, but is quite convoluted. At the flank, the CS plane is not the yz-plane (note the ori-217

entation of the maroon line showing rr at the flank in Fig. 1). Instead, we find that it218

is at an angle θn = tan−1(4δAx) with respect to the x-axis. For δAx between 0.7 and219

0.9 this corresponds to θn between 70.3◦ and 74.5◦.220

Fully determining the CME shape requires the four lengths rr, r⊥, Lr, and L⊥. Al-221

ternatively, we can define it using two angular widths, AW and AW⊥, the shape values222

δCS and δAx, and the radial distance of the front of the CME, RF , which may be more223

tangible or at least easier to determine from standard techniques for fitting CMEs in coro-224

nagraph images. AW is the width in the side view, sometimes referred to as the face-225

on width, and AW⊥ is the width of the CS, sometimes referred to as the edge-on width.226

Both are measured with respect to an origin at the center of the Sun (red ‘O’ in Fig. 1).227
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2.2 Magnetic Field228

ANTEATR-PARADE uses the elliptic-cylindrical flux rope model from Nieves-Chinchilla229

et al. (2018) (hereafter, NC18) for the CME’s magnetic field. NC18 solve the Maxwell230

equations for a generalized expression of the magnetic field in the nonorthongonal ellip-231

tical coordinate system. NC18 assume that there is no radial component of the magnetic232

field in the direction normal to the ellipse and that there are no changes in values along233

the cylindrical axis (analogous to our toroidal axis). By expressing the components of234

the current density as polynomials that depend only on r, NC18 derive an expression235

for the magnetic field components236

Br = 0

Bt =

∞∑
n=1

δCSB
0
n[τ − r̄n+1]

Bp = −
∞∑
m=0

(n+ 1)δCS

√
δ2CS sin2 ψ + cos2ψ

δ2CS +m+ 1

B0
n

Cnm
r̄m+1 (5)

where the NC18 By and Bψ components correspond directly to our toroidal field, Bt,237

and poloidal field, Bp. In Equation 5, n and m are the order of the polynomial compo-238

nents, B0
n determines the magnetic field strength, τ determines the ratio of the the toroidal239

field at the center of the CS versus the edge, and Cnm determines the ratio of the toroidal240

and poloidal magnetic field. r̄ is the fractional radial distance that varies between 0 at241

the center and 1 at the edge.242

As in NC18, we restrict our magnetic field to [m,n] = [0,1] so that the expressions243

for the magnetic field becomes244

Br = 0

Bt = δCSB0[τ − r̄2]

Bp = −
2δCS

√
δ2CS sin2 ψ + cos2ψ

1 + δ2CS

B0

C
r̄ (6)

, where we have replaced B0
1 and C10 with B0 and C for readability since we are only245

considering single values for m and n. Future work will explore the effects of different246

values of [m,n] on the ANTEATR-PARADE model.247

2.3 Magnetic Forces248

ANTEATR-PARADE calculates magnetic forces which act to both expand and de-249

form the CME axis and CS. We calculate the magnetic tension and magnetic pressure250

gradients from both Bt and Bp. The colored arrows in Fig. 1 show the direction of these251

forces relative to the CME shapes. For the CS, the poloidal magnetic tension (labeled252

κBp) will cause inward constriction whereas the toroidal magnetic gradient will cause253

outward expansion (labeled ∇Bt) and are functions of ψ, in general, and can vary be-254

tween the nose (maroon arrows) and the edge (purple arrows). The toroidal magnetic255

tension (labeled κBt) from the curved toroidal axis will cause it to move inward whereas256

the poloidal pressure gradient or hoop force (labeled ∇Bp) will cause outward motion.257

As with the CS, we may not have a balance between the axis force at the nose (blue ar-258

rows) and the flank (light blue arrows). For both the CS and toroidal axis, an imbalance259

in magnetic tension and pressure will cause expansion (changing AW and AW⊥ and if260

the expansion is not balanced in different directions then δCS and δAx will also change.261

Determining these forces requires careful analysis in the nonorthogonal coordinate262

system. Here we present an overview of the process, full details are in the supplemen-263

tary material. We start with the expression for the Lorentz force in terms of the current264
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density and magnetic field from NC18 (Eq. 27). This equation is for a cylinder, rather265

than a curved tube, and the force points entirely in the r direction, which is the normal266

to the ellipse at that particular ψ. We consider the forces from the axial curvature sep-267

arately. We then use Ampere’s law (Eqs. 13 and 14 in NC18) to replace the current den-268

sity in the Lorentz force with derivatives of the magnetic field. This expression can be269

rearranged to contain terms analogous to the magnetic tension and magnetic pressure270

gradient forces one finds in an orthogonal coordinate system. These forces act on the CS271

with the poloidal tension constricting it and the toroidal gradient causing expansion, as-272

suming that it exceeds the inward pressure gradient of the solar wind that we also in-273

clude. For our chosen values of [m,n] = [0,1] the poloidal pressure gradient terms go to274

zero.275

We consider a thin segment of the toroidal axis of width Rκdφ, where Rκ is the lo-276

cal radius of curvature of the axis, and a wedge of width rdψ within this segment. The277

total force on this wedge is the Lorentz force per volume integrated over r, which we set278

equal to an acceleration multiplied by the density and the volume of the wedge. This gives279

us the acceleration of the edge of CS, aCS .280

aCS =
δ2CSB

2
0

πρr⊥

[
2

3(1 + δ2CS)C2
−
(

1

3
τ − 1

5

)]
− B2

SW

8πr⊥
(7)

This expression includes the inward pressure from the external solar wind magnetic field,281

unlike the version in the supplementary material which only includes the internal mag-282

netic forces. This is the change in the normalized parametric r and it does not depend283

on ψ, meaning that while these forces can cause the CS to grow to contract, the actual284

shape, defined by δCS , will not change. This is specific to our chosen [m,n] = [0,1] and285

not necessarily true for any other combination.286

Curving the cylindrical axis introduces an inward tension force from toroidal mag-287

netic field and an outward hoop force from the poloidal field. To conserve magnetic flux,288

the poloidal field is enhanced on the side of the CS toward the center of curvature due289

to the decrease in area from the axial curvature. The opposite occurs on the side of the290

CS near the front of the CME, creating a outward gradient force. Welsch (2018) present291

a derivation of the hoop force in relation to the low coronal dynamics of CMEs for a CME292

with circular CS and circular axis. Welsch (2018) consider a segment of the torus with293

width Rdφ, where R is the radius of their circle (and the radius of curvature). We take294

a similar approach but consider a segment Rcdφ where Rc is the local radius of curva-295

ture for the toroidal axis at some φ. The magnitude of the toroidal field is unchanged296

but the poloidal field scales as297

B′p = Bp
Rc

Rc + δCSr⊥r̄ cosψ
(8)

where B′p is the poloidal field for a curved toroidal axis.298

We approximate the segment as locally elliptic-cylindrical and use the poloidal pres-299

sure gradient terms of the Lorentz force in elliptic-cylindrical coordinates, which no longer300

go to zero. This leads to an acceleration of the toroidal axis of301

ahoop =
B2

0

πρC2Rc

√
1− δ2CSγ2(δ2CSγ

2 − 6) + 6− 4δ2CSγ
2

δ3CSγ
2(1 + δ2CS)2

√
1− δ2CSγ2

(9)

where γ = r⊥/RC(φ) has been used to simply the expression.302

For the axial magnetic tension we again consider a segment Rcdφ and use a cur-303

vature of κ = 1/Rc. The acceleration from the axial tension force is304

aκBt =
δCSB

2
0

4πρRc

(
τ2 − τ +

1

3

)
(10)
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which has a dependence on φ through the radius of curvature. Both the axial tension305

and hoop forces have a dependence on φ so the axial magnetic forces can change the shape306

and δAx as well as causing expansion or contraction. Note that both these accelerations307

point in the direction normal to the toroidal axis. At the nose the normal direction is308

parallel to x̂ so the forces fully contribute to expanding or contracting Lr. At the flank309

the normal is not parallel to ẑ so sin(θn) of the acceleration for φ =90◦ affects L⊥ but310

cos(θn) of it affects Lr.311

The magnetic forces give the expansion or contraction of the toroidal axis and CS,312

encompassing the internal magnetic forces. While the above equations hold over all φ313

and ψ we only use the values at the nose and edge for the axis and similarly only along314

the two axes of the CS. From the magnetic forces, we determine the change in the four315

length parameters defining the CME shape.316

∂2rr
∂t2

= δCSaCS

∂2r⊥
∂t2

= aCS

∂2Lr
∂t2

= ahoop,n + aκBt,n − (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) cos θn

∂2L⊥
∂t2

= (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) sin θn (11)

where the last part of the subscript indicates axial accelerations at either the nose or the317

flank. We subtract the component of the flank acceleration in the x direction as it cor-318

responds to a change in the position of the sunward side of Lr.319

2.4 Drag Forces320

ANTEATR-PARADE also includes the external drag on the CME. We use the stan-321

dard hydrodynamic drag equation as was previously done in the original ANTEATR.322

The force from drag is323

Fdrag = −CdAρSW (v − vSW )|v − vSW | (12)

where Cd is the dimensionless drag coefficient, A is the cross-sectional area in plane per-324

pendicular to the direction of motion, v is a CME velocity, and vSW is the solar wind325

velocity, which we assume flows entirely in the radial direction. We determine the drag326

in three different directions. The first is the radial direction (the x-direction in Fig. 1)327

Fd,r = −CdAFOρSW (vF − vSW )|vF − vSW | (13)

where vF is the velocity of the front, which is a combination of the bulk velocity, vB , the328

axial expansion in the radial direction vAx,r, and the CS expansion in the radial direc-329

tion, vCS,r.330

vF = vB + vAx,r + vCS,r (14)

The area perpendicular to the radial direction, AFO, is the same as the face-on area, and331

can be determined from AW and AW⊥.332

The second drag force is in direction of the flanks (the z-direction in Fig. 1), af-333

fecting the expansion of AW .334

Fd,⊥ = −CdA⊥ρSW (vF⊥ − sinAWvSW )|vF⊥ − sinAWvSW | (15)

Here, vF⊥ is the velocity of the flank, which results from the perpendicular axial expan-335

sion, vAx,r, and the component of vCS,r in the z-direction.336

vF,⊥ = vAx,⊥ + vCS,r sin θn (16)
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The cross-sectional area for this drag, A⊥, can be determined from AW⊥ and the length337

of the CME in the radial direction. The final drag force acts on the CS expansion in the338

perpendicular direction (the y-direction in Fig. 1) and the CME velocity is simply the339

perpendicular CS expansion velocity, vCS,⊥.340

Fd,CS,⊥ = −CdAEOρSW (vF⊥ − sinAW⊥vSW )|vF⊥ − sinAW⊥vSW | (17)

Now the cross sectional area AEO is the same as the edge-on width and can be deter-341

mined from the toroidal axis length and the radial width of the CS.342

The first two drag forces are calculated using vF and vF,⊥ and will clearly cause343

a change in these velocities but it is less obvious how they affect the individual veloc-344

ities that make up vF and vF,⊥. The net acceleration of the individual components should345

add up to the total acceleration. We (somewhat arbitrarily) decide to weight the total346

drag force by the fractional magnitude of the individual components relative to the to-347

tal velocity348

Fd,r =
vB
vF
Fd,r +

vAx,r
vF

Fd,r +
vCS,r
vF

Fd,r = Fd,B + Fd,Ax,r + Fd,CS,r (18)

where Fd,B , Fd,Ax,r, and Fd,CS,r are the accelerations affecting the bulk, radial axial, and349

radial CS velocities. vCS,r appears in both the expression for Fd,r and Fd,⊥. We assume350

that the Fd,CS,r found at the nose is the same at the flank, which is an oversimplifica-351

tion for a real CME but allows us to retain a uniform CME CS. We subtract sin θnFd,CS,r352

from Fd,⊥ so that the remaining force is the drag on the axis in the perpendicular di-353

rection Fd,Ax,⊥354

2.5 Initial Velocity355

Typically, we begin a simulation at 10 Rs as this is roughly where the external mag-356

netic forces of the corona tend to become negligible. ANTEATR-PARADE is designed357

to take output from ForeCAT, our coronal deflection and rotation model, which we typ-358

ically run out to 10 Rs. The internal forces may very well be important below this height,359

future work will incorporate them into the ForeCAT model and Paper II will study the360

sensitivity of ANTEATR-PARADE to small changes in RF .361

This means that our initial parameters should describe the CME at 10 Rs. We only362

require the initial velocity of the CME front, which is often all that is easily measurable363

from a coronagraph image, which then needs to separated into vCS,r, vCS,⊥, vAx,r, vAx,⊥,364

and vB . The first approach is to assume that the CME is undergoing convective pan-365

caking and extrapolate the approach of Riley and Crooker (2004) and M. J. Owens et366

al. (2005) to the full 3D torus structure. If the CME front is moving at vF and we as-367

sume constant angular widths AW and AW⊥ then the lengths defining the CME shape368

change as369

rr = rr,0 + vCS,rt = rr,0 + vF (1− cosAW⊥)t

r⊥ = r⊥,0 + vCS,⊥t = r⊥,0 + vF sinAW⊥t

Lr = Lr,0 + vAx,rt = Lr,0 + vF (cosAW − cosAW⊥)t

L⊥ = L⊥,0 + vAx,⊥t = L⊥,0 + vF

(
sinAW − 1− cosAW⊥

sin θn

)
t (19)

where the subscript 0 indicates initial values. Unlike M. J. Owens et al. (2005) we do370

not include any internal expansion within the convective velocity model since it is in-371

corporated through our magnetic forces.372

Alternatively, we can assume that the CME is initially fully self-similar and that373

both the angular widths, AW and AW⊥, and aspect ratios, δCS and δAx remain con-374

stant in the absence of any forces. The front of the CME is initially at RF0 = RC0 +375
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Lr0+rr0, where RC0 is the initial radial distance of the center of the CME (labeled with376

a C in Fig. 1) and not a radius of curvature. The lengths evolve kinematically, the same377

as for the convective velocities, but now the initial velocities are378

vCS,r = vF
rr0
RF0

vCS,⊥ = vF
r⊥0
RF0

vAx,r = vF
Lr0
RF0

vAx,⊥ = vF
L⊥0
RF0

(20)

. For both the convective and self-similar approach, we use the model only to set the ini-379

tial CME velocities and beyond this all velocities evolve according to the forces acting380

upon the CME.381

These two options likely represent the two extremes of the possible values for a real382

CME, the “correct” values are probably not either, but somewhere in between. For now383

we do not have a definitive value from observations, and finding one from image anal-384

ysis is a major undertaking, if at all possible, and far beyond the scope of this work. Here385

we consider both options for decomposing the front velocity into component velocities.386

In Paper II we present a method for varying between fully convective and fully self-similar387

and analyze the effect of the IVD on the outputs.388

2.6 ANTEATR-PARADE Algorithm389

We now have all the components necessary to build the basic algorithm of ANTEATR-390

PARADE. The model requires the initial speed of the CME front, vF , the CME mass,391

MCME , AW , AW⊥, δCS , δAx, the CME magnetic field strength relative to the background392

solar wind, and the properties of background solar wind at 1 AU. We first determine the393

initial values of rr, r⊥, Lr, and L⊥. We then determine corresponding expansion veloc-394

ities, vCS,r, vCS,⊥, vAx,r, and vAx,⊥ according to the choice of initial velocity model (con-395

vective or self-similar).396

Then, for each time step ∆t, the magnetic and drag forces are determined and pa-397

rameters updated as follows398

∆rr = vCS,r∆t+
1

2
(δCSaCS + ad,CS,r)∆t

2

∆r⊥ = vCS,⊥∆t+
1

2
(aCS,⊥ + ad,CS,⊥)∆t2

∆Lr = vAx,r∆t+
1

2
[(ahoop,f + aκBt,f )− cos θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,Ax,r] ∆t2

∆L⊥ = vAx,⊥∆t+
1

2
[sin θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,Ax,⊥] ∆t2

∆RF = vF∆t+
1

2
[δaCS + (ahoop,f + aκBt,f )− cos θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,r] ∆t2

∆vCS,r = (δCSaCS + ad,CS,r)∆t

∆vCS,⊥ = (aCS,⊥ + ad,CS,⊥)∆t

∆vAx,r = [(ahoop,f + aκBt,f )− cos θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,Ax,r] ∆t

∆vAx,⊥ = [sin θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,Ax,⊥] ∆t

∆vF = [δaCS + (ahoop,f + aκBt,f )− cos θn (ahoop,f + aκBt,f ) + ad,r] ∆t (21)

where the drag accelerations, ad,i, are determined from the corresponding forces Fd,i by399

dividing by the CME mass. The CME density and magnetic field are then updated by400

assuming mass and magnetic flux conservation. We have two relations from the fluxes401

from Bt and Bp but three variables than can evolve to maintain flux conservation and402
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are not already determined elsewhere in the model. The total magnetic field strength,403

B0 is an obvious choice to have evolve but the system is underdetermined to calculate404

both τ and C. For now, we assume that τ remains constant and C changes, roughly im-405

plying that the distribution of the toroidal field within a CME remains constant but the406

ratio of toroidal to poloidal magnetic field can evolve. We note that Florido-Llinas et al.407

(2020) find that only certain combinations of C and τ are stable with respect to the kink408

instability. Our model will not exhibit the same instabilities since we only calculate forces409

along specific axes but we will identify where these limits occur.410

A simulation runs until the CME nose reaches a user-specified final distance. For411

now, all impacts occur at the CME nose (both φ and ψ of 0◦). Future work will explore412

the effect of oblique impacts on the expected CME observables and fully develop the gen-413

eration of in situ profiles.414

For the background solar wind, we currently require the 1 AU values of the solar415

wind density, velocity, and total magnetic field strength, which we use to scale values at416

closer distances to the Sun. The solar wind velocity treated as constant and the density417

scales inversely with the distance squared. For the magnetic field we use a simple Parker418

spiral model.419

3 Ensemble Study Description420

This paper presents the first results from the ANTEATR-PARADE model and our421

focus is on understanding the relative importance of the different forces, both magnetic422

and drag, as well as understanding the actual CME evolution. We look to compare re-423

sults using four different magnetic forces configurations - no magnetic forces, only the424

toroidal pressure gradient that causes CS expansion, both the CS pressure gradient and425

tension forces, or full CS and axial forces. The case with out the CS tension mirrors much426

of the early work done on pancaking where only an outward pressure gradient is included.427

We run each of the four magnetic force configurations with and without drag. The drag-428

free cases are not meant to be a realistic depiction but allow us to better isolate the ef-429

fects of the individual magnetic forces.430

We then are left with the choice of input parameters, both the seven that define431

the CME (vF , MCME , AW , AW⊥, δCS , δAx, and the magnetic field scaling β = B0/BSW )432

and how we decompose the front velocity into the bulk and expansion velocities. We con-433

sider three different scale CMEs a slightly faster than average CME (which we refer to434

as average for simplicity hereafter), a fast CME, and an extreme CME. As in Kay, Mays,435

and Verbeke (2020), which explored the sensitivity of the original ANTEATR to vari-436

ous input parameters, we expect to see different behavior for a CME that propagates at437

roughly the background solar wind speed as opposed to significantly faster than it. The438

initial properties for each CME are listed in Table 3. The mass, velocity, size, and mag-439

netic field scaling all increase with CME scale.440

For all cases, we assume that the CME begins at 10 Rs and stops at L1 (213 Rs).441

We use a C of 1.927 and a τ of 1 in the magnetic field model, which most closely mim-442

ics the Lundquist flux rope model that has been traditionally used to reconstruct in situ443

CMEs (Lepping et al., 1990). We assume solar wind values of a density of 6.9 cm−3, ve-444

locity of 440 km/s, and magnetic field strength of 5.7 nT, which are based on OMNI database445

averages and the same as used in Kay, Mays, and Verbeke (2020). An exploration of the446

sensitivity to the CME, magnetic field model, and solar wind inputs will be presented447

in Paper II.448

We use both the convective and self similar initial velocities decomposition (here-449

after IVD) to split the front velocity into propagation and expansion velocities. This means450

that for each scale CME we run 16 simulations - 2 different IVD models, 4 different mag-451

netic force configurations, and with and without background drag.452
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Table 1. Input Parameters for Different Scale CMEs

Average Fast Extreme

vF (km/s) 600 1250 2000
MCME (1015 g) 2 10 50

AW (◦) 30 45 60
AW⊥ (◦) 5 10 15

δCS 1 1 1
δAx 0.7 0.7 0.7
β 1.33 3 8

4 Ensemble Study Results453

4.1 CME Shape454

Figure 2 shows the evolution of δCS with distance for all the ANTEATR-PARADE455

results. From left to right the columns show the average, fast, and extreme results. The456

top row shows results without drag and the bottom row includes the effects of drag. Within457

each panel, the dashed lines show results with a convective IVD and the solid lines rep-458

resent the self-similar model. The line color indicates the force configuration with dark459

blue showing no forces, maroon showing only the CS pressure gradient, purple showing460

full CS forces, and light blue showing full CS and axial forces.461

The most obvious trend is that the convective IVD leads to a much larger change462

in δCS for all scale CMEs, with or without drag. As the CME scale increases the differ-463

ence between the convective and self-similar IVD decreases because the CME spends less464

time in transit and therefore less time pancaking.465

For the self-similar IVD with no drag, there is no change in δCS from the initial466

value of one. Our choice of magnetic field model produces no asymmetry in the CS forces467

and therefore no variation in δCS . This will not hold true for variations in the magnetic468

field model, which we will explore in a future work.469

For a convective IVD, the symmetric CS magnetic forces act to slow down the rapid470

pancaking driven by the initial velocities. With no magnetic forces, δCS quickly decreases471

in the first 50 Rs of propagation then gradually continues to decline until 1 AU. Includ-472

ing magnetic forces causes this rapid decrease to cease after about 10 Rs as the uniform473

outward acceleration counteracts the initially asymmetric CS expansion velocities. Not474

including the CS tension (maroon line) results in the strongest outward acceleration and475

the least change in δCS . The difference between any cases with magnetic forces is neg-476

ligible compared to the difference with no magnetic forces. For the fast and extreme CMEs,477

we find that δCS begins slowly begins increasing around 50 Rs.478

When we include drag it not only creates additional forces acting upon the CME479

but increases the transit time allowing for greater effects from any asymmetric acceler-480

ations or velocities. For the fast and extreme convective IVD cases, the drag causes δCS481

to continue to slightly decrease beyond 50 Rs rather than showing the slight increase of482

the drag-free cases.483

We see a slight decrease in δCS for all the self-similar IVD cases with little differ-484

ence between different magnetic force configurations. The pancaking is most noticeable485

for the fast case. The average case experiences weaker drag forces because its velocity486

differs the least from the background solar wind. The extreme case has the largest ve-487

locity difference but also the highest mass and spends the least time in transit.488
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Figure 2. Change in the shape of the cross section during propagation from 10 RS to 1 AU.

The top row shows results without any drag and the bottom row includes drag. From left to

right, each column shows results for the average, fast, and extreme CME. The dashed lines show

results with a convective initial velocity and the solid lines have a self-similar initial velocity.

Different line colors indicate different forces used in the model, as indicated by the legend.

We find that the choice of IVD has the largest effect on the amount of pancaking489

that a CME experiences. Within our cases we see that a convective IVD can cause δCS490

to change by 0.9 for an average CME with no other forces. In comparison, the drag forces491

only cause a maximum change of 0.13, seen for the fast CME. It remains to be seen the492

extent to which CS magnetic forces could change δCS if a magnetic field model was used493

that did not generate a symmetric acceleration.494

Figure 3 has the same format as Fig. 2 but shows results for δAx. Again, the re-495

sults are largely dominated by the choice of IVD with a convective IVD causing a large496

change in δAx and a self-similar IVD causing none on its own. The CS forces do not af-497

fect δAx and the axial forces only produce a negligible change with convective IVD. The498

axial forces only produce a maximum change of 0.03 for the average CME with self-similar499

IVD. The inclusion of drag causes an additional change in δAx of 0.03 to 0.07 for both500

the convective and self-similar IVD cases.501

For both δ, we find that that the internal magnetic forces cause little distortion in502

the CME shape. Drag has a larger effect but the distortion is essentially determined by503

the initial expansion values we give the CME. This suggests that if we wish to accurately504

predict the shape of a CME at 1 AU we must fully understand its expansion within the505

low to mid corona as interplanetary effects appear to be less important. We, however,506

have only looked at one set of parameters (m, n, C, τ) for our very flexible magnetic field507

model and a single magnetic field strength scaling β for each CME. Particularly for the508

average CME, we pick a relative;y low value of β because a strong axial tension force can509

cause δAx to become negative, meaning that the CME axial curvature is inverted, which510

ANTEATR-PARADE is currently not capable of handling. Variations with C, τ , and511
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the axis shape.

β are explored in Paper II and future work will extend ANTEATR-PARADE to differ-512

ent values of m and n.513

4.2 CME Size514

Figure 4 shows the change in AW with radial distance in the same format as Fig.515

2. To facilitate comparison, all panels have the same extent of 15◦ in the vertical axis516

but shifted to the range appropriate for that scale CME.517

When there are no forces there is no change in the angular width, as expected. Com-518

paring different force models, IVD, and drag configurations, we find that within each scale519

these variations lead to only about a 5◦ spread in the final angular width.520

The angular width is affected by both the size of the toroidal axis and the CS. Not521

including CS tension leads to the largest AW due to the large CS expansion. We find522

little difference whether the axial forces are includes or not, though inclusion tends to523

lead to slightly smaller AW suggesting that the axial forces tend to be directed more in-524

ward than outward (axial tension exceeds the hoop force).525

Adding drag allows for more time for the CME to expand during propagation lead-526

ing to slightly larger CMEs than the drag-free counterparts. For all cases with magnetic527

forces, the AW never fully flattens out, there is a continued slight increase all the way528

to 1 AU.529

We see the most rapid expansion in the first 10-20 Rs of propagation. Our choice530

of input parameters often create CMEs are that initially out of equilibrium, having at531

least a slight overpressure relative to the background solar wind. If our parameters start532

closer to equilibrium then we would only expect the gradual increase we see over long533

distances.534
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for the angular width.

The convective IVD cases tend to have slightly larger AW than the correspond-535

ing self-similar IVD. The convective cases quickly become thinner in the radial direction,536

leading to higher magnetic energy density as the different IVD cases are initiated at the537

same size and with the same magnetic field strength. This creates stronger magnetic forces,538

ultimately leading to more expansion in the CS, as we see in Figure 5, which is analo-539

gous to Fig. 4 but for the perpendicular angular width. Note that the panels the same540

extent of 15◦ in the vertical direction, suggestion we see a comparable amount of CS ex-541

pansion as for the full AW for all scale CMEs. This is only a few degrees, however, for542

most cases and mostly occurs during the rapid expansion phase close to the Sun.543

As for AW , we find not including both magnetic or drag forces leads to no expan-544

sion, not including CS tension leads to the largest expansion, and including drag increases545

the expansion. The convective IVD leads to more expansion than the self-similar IVD,546

though the behavior is not terribly dissimilar for the fast and particularly the extreme547

cases without drag. With drag, the magnitude of the gradual expansion (beyond 30 Rs)548

actually exceeds that of the early rapid expansion (below 30 Rs) but for any of the cases549

including CS tension it is less than a few degrees of total expansion. For the average CME550

with drag and CS tension we actually see an initial decrease in AW⊥ but it is less than551

a degree and it slowly begins increasing in the gradual phase.552

For both angular widths we typically see an initial rapid increase below about 30553

Rs, followed by a gradual increase all the way out to 1 AU. The total change in either554

angular width is never more than a few degrees whenever both components of the CS555

force are included. Further work needs to be done to explore different magnetic field mod-556

els and strengths but this preliminary work suggests that the assumption of constant an-557

gular width during interplanetary propagation is a reasonable simplification for many558

situations.559
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for the perpendicular angular width.

4.3 CME Velocity560

We now consider the evolution of the CME velocity. Figure 6 is similar to the pre-561

vious figures. Each panel has the same format and the top and bottom rows still show562

results without and with drag. Now, from left to right the columns show the velocity of563

the CME front, the expansion velocity of the CS in the radial direction, and the expan-564

sion velocity of the CS in the perpendicular direction. We only show results for the fast565

CME. The general behavior tends to be the same for all scales and we will comment on566

any difference in the magnitude of the effects where appropriate.567

Without drag the only changes in the velocity come from the magnetic forces. Sim-568

ilar to the expansion, for the drag-free cases we see an initial phase with rapid change569

followed by extended gradual change. The gradual phase seems to start around 20 Rs570

for the velocity as compared to the 30 Rs for the expansion. The CS tension-free cases571

have the largest increase in vF due to the rapid CS expansion. Adding the CS tension572

constrains this and greatly decreases the acceleration of vF . Adding the axial forces causes573

a further decrease. For the self-similar IVD, the full magnetic forces leads to nearly con-574

stant vF , whereas we see an increase of about 100 km/s with the convective IVD.575

The cases that had an increase in vF when drag was not included show a similar576

increase when drag is included but the vF quickly begins to decrease as the CME is de-577

celerated by the background solar wind. For each IVD option, the different magnetic force578

combinations cause different behavior close to the Sun but by the time the CME reaches579

1 AU the models have all converged to a single vF . This highlights the greater impor-580

tance of the drag force relative to the magnetic forces. We note that for the extreme scale581

CME the convergence to a single vF is less pronounced. The final vF is consistently higher582

for the self-similar IVD cases than the convective IVD cases. The convective IVD cases583

tend to be larger in both AW and AW⊥ and therefore experience more drag, which leads584

to more deceleration.585
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Figure 6. Change in velocity for several different velocities. The panels are analogous to Fig.

2 but the columns show the front velocity, radial expansion velocity, and perpendicular expansion

velocity, from left to right.

The middle column shows the expansion speed of the CS in the radial direction.586

This is most likely the expansion speed one would infer from an in situ profile assum-587

ing an impact near the center of the CS, but the observed value will change by a geo-588

metrical factor as the impact moves toward the edge. The figure shows that a convec-589

tive IVD gives an initial vExp that is about a factor of four smaller than the vExp from590

the self-similar IVD. With no magnetic or drag forces, vExp remains constant. The mag-591

netic forces cause vExp to increase with the cases only including CS pressure gradients592

accelerating the most and the inclusion of axial forces differing little from the full CS forces593

case. For full magnetic forces with no drag, the final vExp for the convective and self-594

similar IVD only differ by about 25 km/s but reach these values by different means. The595

self-similar case rapidly accelerates out to about 30 Rs then very slowly decelerates for596

the rest of the duration. The convective case rapidly accelerates close to the Sun, then597

the acceleration slows down around 20 Rs but slowly continues until the CME reaches598

100 Rs, after which vExp begins negligibly decreasing. The final value of vExp seems to599

be more strongly influenced by the background and magnetic forces than the initial de-600

composition of the velocity, unlike most of the other outputs we have considered thus601

far. We note that the final vExp are more dissimilar for the extreme case so the similar-602

ity may just be a coincidence for this case.603

When we include drag vExp initially increases, as before, but the drag forces cause604

the profile to turn over and begin decelerating. For the convective case the deceleration605

begins around 50 Rs whereas it starts much closer, around 25 Rs, for the self-similar case.606

This hints at the magnetic forces being dominant early on for the convective case. Here607

the final vExp differ by 50 km/s, a bit more than seen in the drag free cases.608
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Figure 7. Change in magnetic field parameters. All panels show results including drag. The

panels show B0, C, and the ratio of Bp to Bt.

The right column shows the change in the expansion speed of the CS in the per-609

pendicular direction, vExp⊥. Here the convective case has an initial vExp⊥ that is sim-610

ilar to but slightly higher than the self-similar case. Without drag, the behavior of vExp⊥611

for the self-similar case is identical to that of vExp since these velocities are initially sim-612

ilar and the magnetic forces create a uniform acceleration of the CS. The values differ613

for the convective cases because their initial values are dissimilar. The timing of the rapid614

acceleration in vExp⊥ for the convective cases is now more similar to the self-similar cases615

as opposed to the prolonged increase that we saw in vExp.616

Including drag again causes a turn over in the velocity profile, though here the de-617

celeration is less drastic as the velocity differential between the perpendicular expansion618

velocity and the background solar wind is much smaller than in the perpendicular di-619

rection. We see a difference of 75 km/s in final velocities of the different IVD models with620

full magnetic forces, suggesting that vExp⊥ could be a useful metric for inferring the ini-621

tial expansion velocities of CMEs, assuming we could find a manner to accurately mea-622

sure it.623

4.4 CME Magnetic Field624

Figure 7 show the change in the magnetic field model parameters for the fast CME625

including the effects of drag. We do not find a significant difference in the magnetic pa-626

rameters with and without drag. The left panel shows B0, which sets the magnitude of627

magnetic field and has a log scale on the vertical axis unlike all the other panels and fig-628

ures. The magnetic field rapidly decreases as the CME expands. The convective IVD629

decomposition leads to stronger B0 since the CME CS becomes very compressed in the630

radial direction. When the convective approach is combined with no magnetic forces it631

leads to a magnetic field strength of 220 nT that is clearly inappropriately strong at 1632

AU. Beyond this outlier, the variation in B0 is less pronounced than some of the other633

outputs we have considered. Most have a final B0 between 10 and 13 nT but the full CS634

forces, with or with axial forces, are only slightly higher at about 18 nT, and the self-635

similar IVD with only CS pressure gradients slightly lower at about 6 nT.636

The middle panel shows the change in C, which represents the scaling between the637

poloidal and toroidal field. We assume a constant τ of 1 and we expect the flux rope to638

become kink unstable for a C below 1.7 according to Florido-Llinas et al. (2020). C rapidly639

increases for the convective IVD due to the pancaking more strongly contracting the area640

for the toroidal flux relative to the change in the area for the poloidal flux. With any641
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magnetic forces, C begins decreasing around 30 Rs as the disparity in the expansion ve-642

locities is washed out from the magnetic accelerations.643

Conversely, the cases with self-similar IVD have C initially decrease then approach644

a constant value. The CS tension-free case continues decreasing out to farther distances,645

reaching a final value of 1.31, clearly below the limit for the kink instability. The force646

free case does not change because the CME retains the same shape. Both cases with full647

CS forces approach the kink limit but do not cross it with the case including axial forces648

staying slightly larger (1.78 versus 1.73).649

The right column shows the ratio of the toroidal magnetic field at the center of the650

CME and the poloidal magnetic field at the nose of the CME. The ratio of the two is651

Bp
Bt

=
2

C(1 + δ2CS)
(22)

where we have assumed a τ of one. In general, the poloidal field tends to increase rel-652

ative to the toroidal field during propagation but never becomes greater than it, except653

for the force-free, convective IVD case that we already determined was unrealistic from654

its B0. The behavior for the convective IVD case is similar to that of their C values, an655

initial increase followed by a slow decrease if any magnetic forces are included. Note, though,656

that the ratio is inversely proportional to C so the change in δCS must have a larger ef-657

fect than the change in C. The change in the ratio is much more gradual for the self-658

similar IVD cases with a slow increase occurring all the way to 1 AU. Once again, we659

find including the axial forces makes little difference.660

5 Relevance to Space Weather Forecasting661

While the evolution of parameters with distance is interesting and allows us a deeper662

understanding of the physics involved, the primary benefit of an efficient, simplified model663

like ANTEATR-PARADE is to eventually provide values relevant to space weather fore-664

casting. Some of these are direct outputs from the model that we have already consid-665

ered while others are calculated from the outputs. Figure 8 shows the front and expan-666

sion velocity (top left), toroidal and poloidal field strength (top right), duration and tran-667

sit time (bottom left), and number density and estimated maximum Kp (bottom right).668

All values that vary with distance are taken at the time the CME nose reaches 1 AU.669

The parameters are grouped based on similarity for display, we are not actively looking670

for unexpected correlations, rather just the spread in each parameter, but we do see the671

expected correlations for the velocity and magnetic field strength pairs. Each panel con-672

tains the results for all 24 model configurations that include drag. The color represents673

the CME scale with blue being average, maroon being fast, and purple being extreme.674

The symbol shape represents the magnetic force configuration with a triangle represent-675

ing none, a star representing only CS pressure gradients, a square representing the full676

CS forces, and a circle representing full CS and axial forces. Filled symbols correspond677

to simulations with a self-similar IVD decomposition and empty symbols are convective.678

The top left panel shows the front velocity and the expansion velocity of the CS679

in the radial direction. The different scale CMEs separate in the horizontal direction due680

to the large variance in their vF . For the average and fast CMEs there is almost no spread681

in vF due to different magnetic force model configurations but they do cause a bit of a682

spread for the extreme cases with no magnetic forces being the slowest and only CS pres-683

sure gradients being the fastest. The IVD can influence the final vF by hundreds of km/s.684

The spread in the radial CS expansion velocity is comparable the spread in the front685

velocities when any magnetic forces are included (note the difference in range of the axes).686

The spread in the front velocity can be broken down into the spread in the bulk, axis,687

and radial CS expansion velocity. The similarity in the spread of the two velocities sug-688

gests the CS expansion is the largest factor in determining the precise value of the front689
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Figure 8. Comparison of the 1 AU values of the front and radial expansion velocities (top

left), Bt and Bp (top right), the duration and transit time (bottom left), and the number density

and maximum Kp at the CME front (bottom left).
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velocity at 1 AU. The drag force certainly contributes more to the total decrease in vF690

for a fast or extreme CME, but the effects do not differ significantly between different691

model configurations, so we must not be seeing strong second-order effects from the mag-692

netic forces changing the AW then affecting the total drag and therefore vF .693

The top right panel shows the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field strength at 1694

AU. Both components increase with CME scale as a result of our choice of the initial mag-695

netic field strength. The components are highly correlated as they both depend linearly696

on B0. Bt tends to be stronger than Bp because of our choice of C. Interestingly, for the697

average and fast CME we find very little spread in both components when any magnetic698

forces are included, only a few nT in Bp and about 5 nT in Bt. The extreme case shows699

more variation, almost 5 nT in Bp and 15 nT in Bt. The cases with only CS pressure700

gradients have the smallest magnetic field due to their excessive expansion and the cases701

with no forces have the strongest field due to the pancaking. In general, there is not a702

consistent trend with respect to the initial IVD choice. The combination of no forces and703

convective IVD leads to excessively high magnetic field components, with the average704

and fast having a total magnetic field strength of around 40 nT and the extreme case705

around 130 nT (and outside the range of the figure).706

The bottom left panel shows the transit time and estimated CME duration, cal-707

culated from the CS width and velocities (including expansion) upon impact. We see lit-708

tle variation in the transit time within each CME scale, no more than a few hours. From709

this and our previous studies (Kay, Mays, & Verbeke, 2020), we know the transit time710

is very sensitive to the CME parameters but it does not seem the choice of magnetic forces711

nor does the initial velocity decomposition make a significant difference.712

The duration, however, is quite sensitive to the model variations. Convective IVD713

with no force is an outlier with very short duration due to the pancaking. Ignoring this714

outlier, the remaining cases still have a spread of approximately 10 hours in the dura-715

tion. The convective cases all have shorter duration than their self-similar counterparts716

and the cases without CS tension have the longest duration since they experience the717

most expansion. These results suggest that comparison with an observed duration could718

be a useful metric for distinguishing the correct breakdown of the initial velocity.719

Finally, the bottom right panel shows the number density and an estimated max-720

imum Kp. We calculate the Kp the same as Kay, Nieves-Chinchilla, and Jian (2020),721

which was based on the empirical expression in Mays et al. (2015)722

Kp = 9.5− exp

[
2.17676− 0.000052v4/3B

2/3
⊥ sin8/3 θC

2

]
(23)

Here, B⊥ is the transverse component of the magnetic field in Geocentric Solar Magne-723

tospheric coordinates and θC is the clock angle of the magnetic field. We use Bp for B⊥724

so that we are calculating Kp when the front of the CME first impacts and assume a fully725

southward clock angle so that this is the maximum expected Kp.726

For the Kp, we see little variation within the average and extreme scale CMEs but727

for different reasons. The average CME is weak so the Kp is small to begin with but the728

extreme CME is so powerful that all Kp values are essentially the maximum possible value729

of 9.5 from the empirical expression. We see more variation for the fast CME with Kp730

varying by about 2, the self-similar cases having higher values than the convective cases,731

and no CS tension causing the lowest Kp.732

For all cases we see a large spread of 15-25 cm−1 in the number density, which re-733

sults from the variety we see in the amount of expansion between the different cases. The734

convective cases and cases without CS tension tend to have the lowest density. It appears735

that comparison with the observed number density could also be useful for distinguish-736

ing between different models.737
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6 Discussion738

With this work, we have demonstrated the capabilities of ANTEATR-PARADE739

and shown that it produces reasonable results, but we have not yet validated it at all against740

observations. Ideally, we would compare the entire profile with values reconstructed from741

observations from coronagraphs and heliospheric imagers. These observations are read-742

ily available and the reconstruction techniques are well-established. We strongly suspect,743

however, that the uncertainties from the reconstruction techniques are sufficiently large744

that they would not be of significant use for validation beyond seeming correct in gen-745

eral. Of more use, most likely, will be comparison with the final in situ parameters as746

we can measure those more directly and more accurately. We have an abundance of 1747

AU measurements but comparisons at other distances with Parker Solar Probe or So-748

lar Orbiter observations would be critical for validating the full model and helping con-749

strain the early CME evolution.750

We notice that many of the CME properties have two distinct phases with rapid751

change early on followed by gradual change at farther distances. This is quite similar to752

the second two phases of the three phase model for a CME’s radial propagation in the753

corona (Zhang & Dere, 2006). All the forces we consider should be acting upon the CME754

in the corona, our choice of starting simulations at 10 Rs is somewhat arbitrary. It is sim-755

ply where we previously started the original ANTEATR simulations, which were designed756

to follow ForeCAT simulations that ran to 10 Rs because beyond this the external mag-757

netic deflection and rotation forces become negligible. We hypothesize that we may be758

initiating ANTEATR-PARADE CMEs unnecessarily out of equilibrium and that if we759

begin simulating the internal magnetic forces closer to the Sun the rapid change phase760

may be more concurrent with the rapid radial acceleration phase. We believe that the761

general results in the paper are still worthwhile, even if the CMEs are initially unbal-762

anced, because they seem to rapidly re-equilibrate within the first 10-20 Rs. Right now,763

we cannot simply start the ANTEATR-PARADE simulations much closer to the Sun764

as it currently uses a very simplified model of the background solar wind.765

We have also only considered a single set of parameters [m, n] defining our mag-766

netic field model. The chosen pair happen to correspond to magnetic forces that uniformly767

affect the expansion of the cross section and therefore cannot induce any new asymme-768

try. Exploration of other pairs of [m, n] will be critical for determining the extent to which769

magnetic forces can alter CME cross-sectional shape.770

Future work will incorporate these internal magnetic forces into ForeCAT and we771

can then use those results to potentially initiate ANTEATR-PARADE simulations more772

appropriately. Another step is to propagate these advancements in our CME structure773

and magnetic field into the FIDO model. Adding the elliptical cross section and more774

flexible magnetic field model into FIDO, the in situ magnetic field model, should help775

us more accurately reproduce, and eventually predict, the space weather effects of CMEs.776

7 Conclusion777

We present the first results from ANTEATR-PARADE, which uses internal mag-778

netic and external drag forces to simulate the propagation, expansion, and deformation779

of a CME in interplanetary space. We analyze the relative contribution of the different780

forces and find that the drag forces tend to have a larger effect than the magnetic forces,781

at least for the single parameterization of the magnetic field model used in this work.782

We consider two methods for breaking down the total initial speed of a CME front783

into bulk and expansion components and find that the expansion and deformation are784

quite sensitive to the chosen values but the propagation less so. We propose that ANTEATR-785

PARADE could be particularly useful for helping diagnose the early behavior of CMEs786

than may be difficult to disentangle in coronal observations. Since it is so sensitive to787
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certain initial properties or model configurations we can potentially constrain them by788

comparing the outputs to observed events.789

Since the effects of the initial velocities tend to outweigh the internal magnetic forces790

we find that velocities that lead to pancaking produce CMEs with thinner radial widths,791

as expected, but also larger face-on and edge-on angular widths. The larger size leads792

to slower speeds of the CME front due to the increased drag. Despite the lower veloc-793

ities, we find shorter durations as the effects are dominated by the decreased radial width794

due to pancaking. For most cases, the magnetic field strength at 1 AU is not particu-795

larly sensitive to the model configuration, suggesting that some of the effects (such as796

larger widths in the perpendicular direction but shorter in the radial direction) largely797

cancel out.798

We note that the model is still sensitive to the magnetic forces, just less so than799

sensitivity to the initial velocities. In particular, if any magnetic forces are included then800

the magnetic tension from the poloidal magnetic field needs to be include otherwise the801

cross sections quickly become unnaturally large. The axial forces tend to be weaker than802

the ones acting on the cross section but can still be important in determining whether803

the flux rope evolves in a manner that would be kink unstable.804
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